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Finite difference schemes have been widely utilized to generate solutions 
to both static and dynamic problems in continuum mechanics. Of recent interest 
has been the application of this method to problems in fracture mechanics. 
This work considers plane strain elastic behavior of cracked sheets. A 
generalized FORTRAN program capable of handling arbitrary time independent 
displacement and stress loading along the boundaries of a finite sheet has 
been established. The program can easily be extended to examine the problem 
of a running crack. The program has been applied to a fixed grip edge cracked 
sheet. Using an extremely coarse mesh, a stress intensity factor 3.8% higher 
than the theoretical solution for a semi-infinite sheet was obtained. The 




Many two dimensional dynamic fracture and wave propagation problems have 
been treated Using finite difference techniques. The first problem chosen 
to test our finite difference computer program was an edge cracked sheet with 
fixed grips. The top of the beam was given a uniform displacement perpendi-
cular to the crack axis. 
Shmuely and Peretz [1] solved a DCB problem for fixed grips specifying 
the displacement of only two interior mesh points. Alterman, Burridge and 
Lowenthal [2] and Shmuely and Alterman [3: investigated a suddenly appearing 
crack of finite length, while StOckl and Auer [4] examined a crack of zero 
initial length growing with constant velocity. 
Two dimensional elastic fracture was examined using a "Lagrangian Finite 
Difference Analog" by Hanson and Sanford [5], [6]. This technique is describ-
ed by Petschek and Hanson [7]. 
Finite difference schemes were employed by Ottaviani [8], Alterman and 
Lowenthal [9] and Alterman and Rotenberg [10] to examine the propagation of 
seismic waves in quarter and three quarter planes. 
The finite difference scheme used to solve our problem parallels to some 
extent the procedure followed by Shmuely and Peretz [1]. 
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TT. Theoretical Background 
Elastic Equations and Boundary Conditions 
Nomenclature: 
Lame constants 
dilatational wave velocity 




u 	= 	displacement in x direction 
v 	= 	displacement in y direction 
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The Lame constants are related to the compressional and shear wave velo- 
cities by: 
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Equations (4) represent the governing differential equations for two-dimensional 
elastodynamic behavior. 
On the boundaries the displacements u and/or v may be specified, or the 
stresses may be specified. In the latter case equations (1) are utilized. It 
is convenient to write (1) in the following form. 
au 	2 	2 u 
p a xx = 
2 
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Finite Difference Scheme  
The finite difference scheme followed for the solution of the static 
crack case is founded upon the method of "Dynamic Relaxation" first described 
by Day [11]. Essentially, the static problem is attacked as if it were a 
dynamic problem. The equations of motion are modified by adding an appro-
priate damping factor proportional to the velocity. Starting with arbitrary 
initial conditions, the modified equations of motion are integrated using 
finite difference algorithms in conjunction with the required boundary 
conditions. As the internal forces tend to equilibrate, the velocity and 
hence the damping effects vanish. This method is discussed further by 
Hodgkins [12]. 
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For the two-dimensional elastodynamic problem, the equations of motion 
become: 
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where 0 = damping constant. 
Since the finite difference operators used for (4) and (6) are the same, 
one can readily solve a static crack problem thereby obtaining the required 
initial displacement field for a dynamic problem and then, by setting G 
equal to zero, solve the dynamic problems. 
Most of the authors mentioned above [1], [3], [4] use the type of finite 




• 	material point 
- 0- boundary 
Fig. 1 
x 
The physical boundaries ofthe material lie on the x and y axes. 
Material points lie half way between the grid lines. The grid is extended 
by four lines at a distance of h/2 past the "real" material boundaries. 
This work used the type of mesh shown in Figure (2). 
5 
The crack is located on the x axis which contains the actual material 
points, i.e., the material points coincide with the intersection points of 
the grid. There are no "imaginarPlines extended past the material boun-
daries. Therefore, the crack propagates along a line of material points in 
Fig. (2) and between material points in Fig. (1). Note that the crack tip 
is assumed between two grid lines in both Figs. (1) and (2). 
Alterman and Rotenberg [10] discovered that a finite difference scheme 
utilizing central difference operators for derivatives perpendicular to the 
boundary lead to numerical instabilities. Therefore, forward difference 
operators were used for derivatives perpendicular to the boundary. This 
eliminated the need for the four extra "outside" grid lines [see Fig. 1]. 
Although a condition of free stress (a
yy 
= a 	= 0) should ideally be 
xy 
prescribed along the physical crack boundary, this is not possible using 
a scheme as shown in Fig. (1). Shmuely and Peretz [1] and Shmuely and 
Alterman [3] in effect evaluate forward differences perpendicular to the 
boundary along y = - h/2 and central differences parallel to the boundary 
along y = 2 h. The scheme shown in Fig. (2) utilizes forward differences 
at the crack boundary and central differences at y = h. 
Assuming the mesh size to be the same in both x and y directions, and 
denoting the time increment by k, the equations of motion (6) become: 
u(x,y,t+k) = 1/(1 + .5k0) {2u(x,y,t) - (1 - .51(0) u(x,y,t-k) + (C 21 k/h)
2 
2 	2 















v(x,y,t+k) = 1/(1 + .510) f2v(x,y,t) - (1 - .5k0) v(x,y,t-k) + (C 2k/h)
2 
[v(x+h,y,t) - 2v(x,y,t) + v(x-h,y,t)] + (C
1
2 
 - C2) (k/2h)
2 
. 	• 





[v(x,y+h,t) - 2v(x,y,t) + v(x,y-h,t)]} 
Note the explicit nature of equations (8). Given the displacements 
at time t and t-k the displacement at time t+k can be found explicitly. 
The possible boundary conditions become: 
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- u(x - h'Hh,t)] - p/C /
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  cyy (x) 
Or, of course, the displacements u and v may be specified anywhere on 
the grid. 
An alternate method of satisfying a symmetry condition with respect to 
a boundary using the difference scheme shown in Fig. (2) is as follows. One 
can use the equations of motion (8) for mesh points along the boundary in 
conjunction with the sy 	a etry displacement conditions. This is effectively 
the same as extending the mesh one spacing beyond the material boundary, and 
then using the symmetry condition to define the displacements along this "ima-
ginary" line. 
The four grid corner displacements pose special problems since they 
cannot be uniquely determined from the boundary conditions. Alterman and 
Rotenberg [10] proposed rounding off the corner such that the tangent to the 
boundary was at an angle of 45° to the coordinate axis. The free stress 
condition was then applied. Shmuely and Peretz [1] proposed a much simpler 
solution. The corner displacement was set equal to the average of linear 
interpolations given along both sides of the corner. Thus, the x and y dis-
placements at the corner shown in Fig. (3) are given by Eq. 10. 
u(0,0) = u(0,2h) 
2(u(0,h) - u(0,2h) 
= 2u(0,h) - u(0,2h) 
    
Fig. 3 
X 
   
(10). u(0,0) = 2 [2u(0,h) 	2u(h,O) 
- u(0,2h) - u(2h,0)] 
1- 
v(0,0) = .L2v(0,h) 	2v(h,0) 
- v(0,2h) - v(2h,0)] 
u(0,0) = u(2h,0) 	2(u(h,O) -u(2h,0)) 
= 2u(h,O) - u(2h,O) 
Formulas of the form (10) were found to be unsatisfactory when both 
sides of the corner were free boundaries. In such cases the corner dis-
placement was set equal to the displacement of an adjacent point. 
Therefore; 
u(0,0) = u(1,0) 
v(0,0) = v(0,1) 
The stability of finite difference algorithms has been extensively 
studied by Richtmeyer [13]. Lax and Richtmeyer [14] examined the conver-
gence of finite difference equations over a finite time interval for 
increasingly finer meshes. Consequently, their work does not treat the 
stability of finite difference equations as time m for fixed mesh size 
(fixed At). Lewy [15] attacked the stability of the cylindrical wave 
equation as mesh size decreased. 
The stability of the equations of motion (8) with the damping coeffi-
cient e = 0 has been examined by Alterman and Loewenthal [9]. The proce-
dure they followed is basically as follows: 









where: k At 
h = grid spacing 
-m,n,p = integers 
mh = x 
nh = y 
kp = t 
T (11 , T2 ), a constant vector 
Substituting 1 into (8) yields two homogeneous equations of the form: 
( 
A l - A2 
A3 	Al - A 
where A
1
, A2 , A3 , and A
4 
are complicated algebraic functions of K, h, x, y, 
C 1  and C
2 
Non-trivial solution requires 
Stability requires /e
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Shmuely and Alterman [16] examined by trial and error the effect of adjust-




Two three dimensional arrays X DISP(x,y,t) and Y DISP(x,y,t) are needed 
to store the x and y displacements. The first two dimensions of the array 
refer to the coordinates of the mesh points while the third dimension desig-
nate time (t = 2 > t = 1). Since two consecutive time steps are needed to 
calculate the subsequent node displacements, and since the oldest time step 
displacement (XDISP(a,b,1)) is only used to calculate the new displacement 
at its own node, all new displacements when calculated are stored in XDISP 
(x,y,l). This eliminates the need for a third time step storage space in 
the displacement array. 
The origin of the coordinate axis is labeled (1,1) and for labeling 
purposes the mesh spacing is assumed to be unity. A measure of the conver-
gence of the solution is given by XCONV and YCONV which are defined as: 
	
w 	H 	 2 
XCVNV = E E [XDISP(I,J,2) - XDISP(I,J,1)] 
I=1 J=1 
w 	H 	 2 
YCONV = E E [YDISP(I,J,2) - YDISP(I,J,1)] 
I=1 J=1 
where w = width of grid 
H = height of grid 
On the next page is a crude schematic of the program logic. 
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yef TORAI Oitic 
Theta = 0; IP = 1 
Boundary Condition adjusted for 
crack 
Dynamic solution 
obtained print results 
as desired 
Theta (damping coef.) T  0 1 IP = 0 
Using equations (8) calculate 
the interior node displacements 
for the next successive time step 
Using the boundary conditions 
and the newly calculated intetior 
displacements, calculate the edge 
displacements 
Using interpolation functions 
calculate the corner displace-
ments 






set all displacements equal to 
zero for 1st two time steps 
read boundary conditions assigning 
appropriate XDISP and YDISP values 
along the edges for the 1st two time 
steps 
  
   
All mesh points have now been assigned displacements for the 1st two 
time increments [displacement of interior points = 0]0 
Test Problem 
The first problem chosen to test the computer program was an edge 
cracked sheet under fixed grip loading (see Fig. 4). 
v
o = constant specified displace- 
ment 
— – — X 
Fig. 4 
 
Using dynamic relaxation, the static solution to the cracked and un-
cracked problem was obtained. The displacement field of the untracked 
problem provided the initial conditions needed for the dynamical problem of 
a suddenly appearing crack of length 2. 
The mesh used is shown in Fig. 5. Taking advantage of the symmetry 
about the x-axis, only the top half of the plane was considered. The follow-
ing boundary conditions must be satisfied: 
a = 0 and a =0 
yy 	xy 
v = 0 and a =0 
xy 
a = 0 and a =0 
xx 	xy 
v and a = 0 
o xy 
on 	y = 0 for 0 s x s A 
on 	y = 0 for 2 s x w 
on 	x 0,w for 0 s y s H 





An 11 x 15 array of mesh points in the y and x directions respectively 
was used. The crack tip was assumed to lie halfway between the 10th and 11th 
grid lines on the x axis. The mesh spacing h was assumed to be the same in 
both directions. The specimen height (H), density (p), and dilational wave 
velocity (C
1
) were all assumed equal to one (1). Poissons' ratio v was as-
sumed equal to 0.25. v
o 
was taken to be 0.1. 








I = 0.57735 











2- = .08660 
1 
For conservatism. K was set equal to .08. 
The choice of a suitable damping coefficient is largely a matter of trial 
and error. Our results tend to substantiate Shmuely andPeretzs' [1] choice 
of 0 = .05/h as yielding the fastest convergence. 
14 
As mentioned earlier, the four corner node displacements cannot be 
obtained from the boundary conditions. For corners at (0,H), (w,H), and 
(4,0) equations of the form of (10) suffice. However, such a linear inter-
polation scheme lead to numerical instabilities when applied to the free-
free corner. The y displacement at this node was set equal to the y dis-
placement of the adjacent node on the y axis. 
1 5 
Results 
The static uncracked plate displacement field is shown in Fig. (6). 
The static crack boundary displacements are plotted in Fig. (7). 
Given the crack surface displacements, the stress intensity factor can 





(2K + 1) sin 0/2 - sin 30/2 
where K = 3 - 4v for plane strain. 
Solving for K
I 
in terms of u I 	yields: 
Y B = rr 
GV  
K = /— 
I 	2r (1-v) 
(15) 






r to the 
crack boundary displacement and using this approximate displacement function 
to evaluate (15) yields: 
/7- [2V(1) - V(2)] G 
KI = V2r0 	(2-j)  (1-v) 
K
I 
was found to be 0.11075 E. 
Nilsson [16] showed the stress intensity factor for an infinite edge 






( 1-v ) 
u 





which for our case is 0.10667 E. Thus, our computation resulted in a stress 
intensity factor 3.870 higher than that of an idealized strip of infinite 
extent. The y-displacement field for the problem is shown in Fig. (8). 
The crack boundary displacement for the problem of an instantaneously 
appearing crack of finite length is shown in Fig. (9). 
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7 14/7 .4 	01)1=1 	 . 6 1- 	b 	 77/u3/1! I_ 
PROGRAM mAIN(INPUT,OUTPur,f - APE5=INP ,Jf,1APEb=uunDur) 
DrmENSION•XDISP(15,11,2), YDISP115,11,21 




NM1=N1 -A 	. 
r■jm2=N2-1.' 
4 DO 5 I=1,N1. 
"DO 5 J=1,112' 
TD-ISP(1,J,2)=0.0 




•- DO 4 0-I=1,N2:- 
XDISP(1,1,1)= -XDISP(1' 1,2) - 
 	Let  
READ(5,*)'(xDISP(N1,J,d); J=1,N2) 
.DO 41 1=1,N2 
1 XDISp(N1 --I,1)=x0IsP(N1,I,2) 
(iO TO  3 
READ(5•,*) (YDISP(J,1,2), J=1,N1) 
.:,DO 42 
YDISP(1',1,1)=YDISP(1,1,2) 
3 	IF- ( -r4_.AE.1)  G 	TO q9 
READ(5,*) (YDISP(J,N2,2),- 	=1,N1) 
DO-43 I=1,N1 
3 YDISp(I.,N2,1)=YDISP(I,N2,2) 
9 	DO 1_0_9 	vccc=1._,NN' 
1 -C=Tc÷1 
, 00 10 I=2,Nm1 
DO ,- 10 -J=2,Nt-i2 	 . 
A*1HEIA)*XD1SP(I,J, 1)+1 ./(H**2.)* 
2 . 	 - 	((cl.“ ImE)**2.).*(XDISP(If 1 ,J,2)-2.*xDISP(I,J,2)+ 
3 XDISP(I-1,J,2))4((C1**2.-C2**.)*(TImE/2.)**2.)*(YDISP(i+1,J1-1,2) 
- YDISP(T4-1_,J -71,_.a) - YDL5P(E- lr,I+LI2J+n)15P(1 - 11 ,) - 1,__2)) ,1/4 1./(h**.)+ 	 
.7B . 1./(H**2.) 11. .  
5 s- ((C2*TIPIE)**2:)*(xDIsP(I,J+ - 1;2)-2.*XDIS r ) ( fiJ,e) -fxDISP(1,J-1,2))) 
YDISR(I,J,1)=(1./(1.4 - .5*TImE*THErA))*(2*YDIS1 3 (1,J,2-(-1.-.5ArPE' 
_A*TALI.,A)*YOISP(1 	_11,J, +1./ ( -1**2.)* - 	• 	  
z• 	• 	 • (.(C1*TImF_).**2.)*(YOISP(H-1,J,2)-2.*YDI5P(I,J,2)+ 
3 YDIsP(I-1,J,2))+((C1**2.-c2**2.)*(TImEi2.)**2.)*(xD(SP(I+1,J4-1,) 
4 - XDISP(I+1,J-1,2)-X0ISP(I - 1,Ji- 1,2)+xDISP(1. - 1,J - 1,2))*1./(1-1 **2.)+. 
8 1,/(1-1**2,)*  	 • 	
- 
7-5...(- (C2*TimF)4*2.)/ciYDISP(I,J+1,2)-2.*Y7 -18- P(1, -J,2. 
J.CONTINUE. 	 - ."e• 	- 
IF(II.NE -.2)GO„TO 11" 
xDISp( 1.,J,1)=xDISP(2,J,2) f (C1**2.-2.kc**-2.), (e.*c k *2..) 
- 2 ('I'DISP(1,J+1,2)•-YDISP(1,J-1,2)) 	 • 	 - 
1 YDISp(1,J,1)=YD1SP(2,J,2)+.5*(x0ESP(1,J+1,2) - XDISP(1,J - 1,2)) 
jjan.NF,0) GO'Tj) L2_ 	• 
tw' 1.02; J=2,Nr12 . . 	• 
24 
FTN.4.5+42ti 7 1 /o 3 /0 1. 
YDISp(1,J,1)=-1./(1.+.5*TImE*THETA) *(.*YDISP(I,J,?)-(1.-.5*II"E) 
2 *YDISP(I,J, 1) ) f-2.*(Cr2*T1- 1 E)**?.*( YDISP(I+1,J,?) - YOISP( 1,J,2)) 




12 IF(Ia.NE.?) GO TO 13 
oU 103-J=2,Nm2 
xDISp(N1,J,1)=xDISP(Nml,J,2)-(C1**2.-2.kC2k*2.)/ 
2(2.*c1**2.)*(YDISP(N 1,J+1,2)-YDISP(N  
	 YDISp(N1,J,1)=YDIsP(N ,11,J,2)-.5* (xDISP(N I,J41,?)- 
 2)(DISp(N 1,J-1,2)) 
103 CONTINUE'  
13 IF(T2.NE.0) GO TO 14 
	DO 104 	J=2,Nm2 	 
YDISp(I,J,1)=1./(1.+.5*TImE*META) *(2.*YDISP(1,J,2)-(1.-.5*1P1E) 
2 *YDISP(I,..1,1)) -1- 2.*(C2A- TIY.E)A*2.k(YDISP(I4-1,Jr) - YDI6P(I,J,2)) 
	
3 +( - 1**?.-C2**2.)*(TivE/?,)*tP.*jx0LSPII+P,JtI,?)+XDISP(I+1,J-1,2) 	 
)*2.+(C1*IImE)**2.*(Y01:31-)(1,J+1,2)- - YDL5P(l,J72)+ 
5 YDISP(I,J-1,2)) 
104 CONTINUE 
14 IF(I3.NE.?) GO TO 15 	 
105 I=2,Nm1 
• XDISp(I,1,1)=-- XDISP(I,2,2) -s-.5*(YDISP(1+1,1,2)-YDISP 
105 CONTINUE 
15 IF(I3.NI _0)= GO TO 16  
-DU rob 
J=I 
xDISp(I,J,1)=1./(1.+.5*TI1E-*THETA) *(2.*xDIsi , (1,J,2)--(1.-.5*11frEr 
2 *xnisP(I,J,1))+2.*(C2*TplE)**2.*(xDISP(I+1  J,2)-xDTSP(I,J,?))  
4- CC i**2.- -c2* * 2 -1 * 	.[^1 / 2 )* *2.* CYO-ESP- UN I :Ft-1 72T+ r 	CT +1, 	,e) 
4)*2.4-(ci*TimE)*k?.k(xup3P(T,J+1,2)-.*xpl6Pti,J,2)-F 
- 5 xDIsP(I,J-1,2)) 
• 1043 CONTTNUF 	  
— 1 6 1-F-CT3.NE..3) GO TU 150 
DO 31 1=2,10 
2 	(xDISP(I+1,1,2)-xDISP(1-1,1,2)) 
XD15P(I.T71-)=X7ISPtI,2,2) . 1.5*CY01513-(Tf1,1, - .1'1)IsF- (7 - 1,1,2))' 
CONTINUE _ 
DO 32 
	 XDISp(I,A  1)=-XDISP(I,2,2)+.5*(YDISP(I+1,1,2)-YDISP  
32. 1.,CINT rilrEj  
150 IF(I4.NE.2) GO TO 17 	- 
17 IF(I4.NE.0) GO TO 18 
- 	DO 108 	I=2,N1 	. 
J=N2 . 
YDISp(I,1-,1)=yDISP(I ► ,2)+(C1**2 -.-2.*C2**2.)/(2.*C1*A2.)* 
XDISp(14,1)=1./(1..4-.5*TimE*THETA),.*(2..AxD15PEI,J,2)-(1.-.5*FIP , E 
-2 *XDISP(I,J,1))4-2.*(C2*Flmt.),**2.*(XDISP(1+1,J,2) - XDISP(1,J,2))." 
3 f(C1**2--C2**2.)*(rulE/2.)**2.*(YDIsP(Ii-1 J+1,2)+foiSP(Iff;J-1,2) • 
4 )*e.f-cc-I*TpiEy**2.*Cxutspu- ,T5+1- I2V--2.*X-CfTii-)(1,J,e)-1- 
5 xDIsP(I,J-1,2)). - 	_ 	 -- -1 - 	̀-• 
108 CONTINUE 
18 DO 107 1=2,Nm1 
"X-131513-11,ff2TI7=x{)  
:'2.} . 
2,2J-;5*E(DIF-11±1,Ni efe..)--r1315t'LL-1,N e,e)) 
MAIN 	 74/74uP1- 7.-J. 
25 
4.5+42 13 	 7/ 	S/u /. MAIN 	74/74. 	OPT=I 
107 CONTINUE - 
XDISP(N1,N2,1)=XDISP(N1-1,N2,2)+XDISPCNI,N2-1,2)- 
	 2 .5*(XD•ISP(N1-2,N2,21+xDISP(v41,N2-2,2))  
xDiSpT.K11, 1, 	AD 1SP (N1 - 1,1,?)+XDISP( NJ , , -2- ) 
2 (xoISP(N1-2,1,2)+XDISP(N1,3,2)) 	- 
xDISP(1,1,1)=XDISP(2,1,2)fxDISP(1,2,2)-.5*(xDISP(3,1,2)4- 
2 - xDISP(1,3,2)) 
XDISp(-171\12- ,11=ADTSPC .2,-N22)-+):TYISP(M42-1,d)- 
2 .5*(XDISP(3,N2,2)+xojsP(1,N2-?,2)) 	' 
DO' 55 I=1,N1 





YOUSP(1 - ,F--7- YDISP(f,J,2) 	• 
55 - YDISP(I,J,2)=YTEmP 
YCONv=0,0 
• , xCONv=0,0  
.• DO 65 1=1,N1.. 
DO' 65 J=1,N2 
xCoNv=(XDISP(I,J,2)-xDISP(I,J,1))**2.+xcON -v. 
65 YCuNv=(Y• ISP(I,J,2)-YDISF(I,J 1 1))**2.+YCON,v  
TFCIP.NE.1) GO iu -10u 
YDISP(1,1,1)=Y,DISP(1,2,2) 
`NRITE(6,77) 	 - 
ARITE(6 ,_ 305) (YDt_SPLI,1 2),I=-1,10)  
—3-0-5- 1- LiPin TA 1 , 1-0E12.5) 
IC=0 
100 CONTINUE- - 
NR I TO 6, 77) 	  
1-1 A TITY; / / / )  
KRITE(6,88) ((XDISP(I;J,2),I=1,10),J=1,N2) 
88 FORMATt1x,10E12,5) 
	NRITE(t),77) .- 	 
A1ITE(o,371- «xpisP(i,J,21,I=ij ,N1),J=r7N?.) 
97 FD-RmAT(lx,5E12.5) 
HRITE(6, 77) 
	HRITE(6.88) ((YDISP(I,J,2), I=1,10),J=1,N2)  
W .}.11- (;it-i, /7) 	 T 
viRITE(6,97) j(YDISP(I,J,2), 1=1 ii'N1),.J=1 - ,N2) ..:. 
wRITE(6;77) 	
•• / 
	NRITEJ±,J 93) XCONV,YCONV 	 
93 Hi1-< -AT -(1X,2E12.5) 
THETA=0. 
13=3 
NNE10 
IF(IP.E0.1) 
qO STOP 
ENQ 
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